TRAINING MODULE #3

Turning a Few Hundred Dollars Into a Million in the Marijuana Boom of 2018

+ How Jeff Sessions’ Anti-pot Stance Could Lead to Even Bigger Pot Stock Profits
Hello and welcome to the third and final training module for the Marijuana Millionaire Summit.

Originally this training was going to be devoted to how you can turn a few hundred dollars into a million with pot stocks.

And we’ll still cover that. But something is going on in the pot industry that has many potential pot investors worried.

So, I want to address that first.

I’m talking about Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ hatred for pot.

There’s really no other way to put it.

Jeff’s been a longtime marijuana opponent.

And recently he claimed he’s rescinding an Obama-era policy that gave states the power to regulate recreational pot.

Maybe you saw the headlines in the mainstream media…

*Bloomberg* wrote…

*“Sessions Ending Obama-Era Policy that Ushered in Legal Weed”*

*MarketWatch* wrote…

*“Marijuana stocks tank on news Trump administration to rescind state protections from pot prosecutions”*

Pretty scary stuff, right?

And unfortunately, many investors are going to get scared off by these headlines. And they’re going to miss out on the biggest marijuana bull market of our lifetime.

Just like most missed the first pot boom, after Colorado and Washington legalized recreational pot.

Back in 2014, many investors were scared the federal government would interfere and even completely shut down recreational pot in Colorado and Washington. But guess what happened?

The best pot stocks delivered average peak gains of 24,000%!

We see the same thing happening now.

Most people fear the government. Now they’re going to stay away from investing in pot stocks. There’s even a sell off. And pot stocks are getting cheaper.
This gives us an even better opportunity to get in cheap.

Sure, there are risks involved, like there is with any type of investing. But we feel Jeff Sessions is giving us a gift.

He’s made the pot market panic. We may never find a better opportunity at these low levels again.

That’s because legal marijuana is not going away. There’s too much money to be made by states.

Nick Giambruno, who will be on the Marijuana Millionaire Summit with Doug Casey as special guest, recently wrote about it…

**WHY GOVERNMENT CAN’T STOP LEGAL MARIJUANA**

The story of Desert Hot Springs, California, is the key to understanding it all…

Like many U.S. cities, Desert Hot Springs had chronic financial problems. The city filed for Chapter 9 municipal bankruptcy in 2001. Then it nearly went bankrupt again in 2013, when it declared a fiscal emergency.

At this point, the city’s people were desperate to solve their intractable financial troubles. So, they opened their minds to a new idea.

They voted to become the first place in California to allow indoor cannabis cultivation on an industrial scale. A full 70% were in favor.

The city would, of course, tax these operations. Local politicians had nixed the idea before. But the risk of two bankruptcies in 15 years changed their minds.

This once dying city of 28,000 people—the forgotten neighbor of storied Palm Springs—is now experiencing a renaissance.

Since the vote, it’s issued permits to more than 30 growers for over 3 million square feet of cannabis cultivation.

Hundreds of new jobs have been created. Previously vacant industrial real estate is buzzing with activity.

The local government now has a **$15 million budget** to pay its employees and run the city. Yet it’s soon expected to take in **$30 million in cannabis taxes** alone.

Desert Hot Springs has gone from a dying pit stop with big money troubles to a booming city with more cash than it knows what to do with.

This is why widespread cannabis legalization is both inevitable and imminent… money.
And nothing Jeff Sessions does can stop it.

Many places in the U.S. have similar stories.

Just look at Colorado. Last year, the state’s marijuana industry generated $1.3 billion in sales.

And even more impressive, **OVER HALF A BILLION DOLLARS** in tax revenue since it legalized recreational weed.

The industry also created **18,000 new full-time jobs**. And that’s just one state.

Washington state generated over **$280 million in cannabis-related taxes in fiscal year 2017**.

In California—which started selling recreational cannabis legally on January 1st—cannabis taxes are projected to bring in at least $1 billion each year.

*Forbes* reported: **“$1 Billion in Marijuana Taxes is Addictive to State Governors”**

And went on to write, **“The direct cannabis taxes combined with the indirect taxes such as income tax on newly created jobs and retail taxes on consumer spending from these new jobs has created a tax boom.”**

In some states, marijuana tax revenue will exceed that of alcohol and tobacco. That’s not something a cash-strapped state can turn its back on.

All that money will quickly become a permanent part of many state budgets. This will encourage other states to follow suit.

Famed speculator, and marijuana millionaire, Doug Casey will be a special guest on the Marijuana Millionaire Summit. He says…

**“The economic implications of drug legalization in general but pot legalization in particular are huge. The pot industry is going to be as big as the alcohol industry in a decade, and it’s gonna be bigger than tobacco.”**

The legal marijuana industry is too big to shut down. There’s simply too much money and too many jobs at stake. The backlash would be overwhelming.

And there’s another reason why legal marijuana is here to stay and will only get bigger. And why now is the best time to get on the ground floor of the marijuana bull market of 2018.

It has to do with Donald Trump…

**DONALD TRUMP COULD BE LEGAL POT’S SAVIOR**

Oddly enough, even though Donald Trump famously said he never smoked pot in his life, he may turn out to lead the charge that leads to more legalization.
Trump has been consistent with his message that states should regulate recreational pot. He’s gone on record at least three times...

1. In a television interview on July 29, 2016 with KUSA-TV in Colorado, Trump said: “I wouldn’t do that [using federal authority to shut down recreational marijuana], no… I wouldn’t do that… I think it’s up to the states... I think it should be up to the states, absolutely.”

2. In a radio interview with WWJ Newsradio 950 in Michigan on March 8, 2016, Trump said: “I think it certainly has to be a state—I have not smoked it—it’s got to be a state decision… I do like it, you know, from a medical standpoint… it does do pretty good things. But from the other standpoint, I think that it should be up to the states.”

3. At a campaign rally in Sparks, Nevada on Oct. 29, 2015, Trump said: “The marijuana thing is such a big thing. I think medical should happen—right? Don’t we agree? I think so. And then I really believe we should leave it up to the states. It should be a state situation... but I believe that the legalization of marijuana—other than for medical because I think medical, you know I know people that are very, very sick and for whatever reason the marijuana really helps them… but in terms of marijuana and legalization, I think that should be a state issue, state-by-state.”

Second, states’ rights matter to Trump voters. Cracking down on the legal marijuana industry would alienate the people who put him in office.

Attacking the U.S. marijuana industry would cost Trump a lot more than it’s politically worth. It wouldn’t make any sense to do it.

It’s already tearing up Republicans. The Daily Best reported...

“Attorney General Jeff Sessions has pulled off something that would have been unthinkable just a few years back: he managed to rally Republican lawmakers behind weed.”

The article goes on to list a series of Republican governors and senators who pledged to fight Sessions’ efforts to restrict pot. Republican Cory Garner threatened to hold up the confirmation of future Department of Justice staff unless Sessions’ policy was changed.

During the Marijuana Millionaire Summit, our special guest Doug Casey will talk more about why there’s no stopping legal marijuana.

And Nick Giambruno, who will also be featured on the webinar, writes...

“The reality is, this market has been in one long crisis since the ‘30s, when the U.S. government prohibited it at the federal level. Then, President Nixon accelerated the crisis by starting the ‘War on Drugs’ in the 1970s.

This pointless war has killed an untold number of people.
Thankfully, this bloody war is almost over.

Right now, leaders around the world are rethinking marijuana prohibition. Many longtime “drug warriors” are even changing their tune.

Prohibition is an unsustainable distortion in the cannabis market—a distortion that we’re taking advantage of to make massive profits.”

The “War on Drugs” has pushed hundreds of billions of dollars in marijuana profits underground.

Today, this industry is like Mount St. Helens right before an eruption. Soon, billions of dollars will explode from the underground market and flow into legitimate businesses.

So, while many investors will be scared off from Jeff Sessions’ latest actions… we see this as the best possible buying opportunity.

You’ll get all the details on the best way to make a fortune in the marijuana market on the Marijuana Millionaire Summit on Wednesday, January 10th at 8pm, sharp.

TURNING A FEW HUNDRED DOLLARS INTO A MILLION IN THE MARIJUANA BOOM OF 2018

It only takes a small investment in certain pot stocks, and your life could change forever with a big winner.

That’s how so many new marijuana millionaires get created.

During the first marijuana boom, we found 42 of the best pot stocks that averaged 24,000% peak gains.

Here’s a small list of some of those stocks.

- Vapir Enterprises, **up 69,900%**
- Endexx, **up 32,000%**
- Maple Leaf Green World, **up 17,300%**
- Aurora Cannabis, **up 10,867%**
- Praetorian Property, **up 7,820%**
- Axim Biotechnologies, **up 6,233%**
- PUF Ventures, **up 4,400%**
- Surnaup, **up 3,986%**
- American Cannabis, **up 2,608%**
- 22nd Century, **up 2,455%**
- Marapharm Ventures, **up 1,188%**
- Alliance Growers, **up 1,375%**

With gains like this, you could have started with a few hundred dollars, and rolled over profits into a few different stocks and made a cool million. Of course, you would have needed perfect timing… but the opportunity was there. In fact…
During the Marijuana Millionaire Summit, we’ll show you three specific stocks that would have turned a one-time investment of $200 into $1.8 million.

So, you don't need a ton of money for the chance to become a millionaire during the marijuana boom.

The end of marijuana's prohibition is going to mint marijuana millionaires. Not just growers and dispensary owners… but also those smart enough to buy into little-known pot stocks today.

If you’re not getting thousand percent returns in your current investments…

If you're worried about where your finances will be in the next few years…

I urge you to join us on the Marijuana Millionaire Summit on Wednesday, January 10th at 8pm Eastern time.

As you'll see during the webinar, marijuana stocks could change your life.

Nick Giambruno and his team have been researching the marijuana industry for months. They’ve studied marijuana policy and regulations. They’ve analyzed the market’s potential. And they’ve read countless financial statements.

In recent months, they’ve met with marijuana venture capitalists, master growers, and entrepreneurs, attended marijuana conferences in Vancouver and Oakland, toured a marijuana chocolate factory in Seattle and a growing facility in Denver.

They’re on the front lines of the global marijuana industry for a simple reason: legal marijuana is a once-in-a-lifetime investment opportunity.

And on the Marijuana Millionaire webinar event, Nick and his team will review the top 5 pot stocks they’ve found for 2018.

**SIGN UP FOR OUR REMINDER SERVICE SO YOU DON’T MISS OUT**

[Click here](#) to sign up for our text reminder service. You’ll be alerted the moment new trainings are ready. And we’ll send you a text right before the Marijuana Millionaire Summit starts. That way you can log on first. We expect to be at full capacity so you’ll want to log in fifteen minutes early to make sure you get connected.

And don’t forget, mark your calendar for Wednesday, January 10th, at 8pm Eastern, so you don’t miss the Marijuana Millionaire Summit. Doug Casey, Nick Giambruno and Justin Spittler will review the top 5 marijuana stocks and show you how you can become a marijuana millionaire in 2018!

Sincerely and enthusiastically,

John Wieland
Research Analyst